What's Modular Storage?

1. GET STARTED
   PRO-BLADE SSD Mag

   PRO-BLADE is built around the SSD Mag, an NVMe internal SSD in cool, crush-resistant aluminum. Mags are the building blocks of your modular storage system. Bring as many as you need, wherever you need them, without the same bulk as multiple drives.

2. GET TO WORK
   PRO-BLADE TRANSPORT

   Load your Mag into the PRO-BLADE TRANSPORT to create a versatile, modular portable SSD. Streamline work on set, in the field, or in post-production with a USB-C connection (20 Gbps) and handle data-intensive projects faster by swapping Mags — without taking apart your rig.

3. GET TO YOUR DATA
   PRO-BLADE STATION

   Insert up to four Mags at a time in the PRO-BLADE STATION for a fast, widely compatible external setup. Immediately edit content on the same drives you used for capture and connect your entire workflow to the STATION with Thunderbolt and USB-C connections.

SCAN THE QR CODE

to learn more about compatible
PRO-BLADE products.